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IN THE SUPREME COURT FOR THE STATE OF UTAH

A. WAYNE WINEGAR and
MARY WINEGAR, his wife,

)
)

Plaintiffs-Respondents,
vs.

)
)

FROERER CORP., a Utah corporation; )
P.F.INVESTMENTS, a Utah limited
)
partnership; FREDERICK FROERER, III;)
ZANE FROERER; and PHYLLIS FROERER, )
individuals;
)
Defendants-Appellants.

BRIEF OF RESPONDENTS

Case No.

890160

CATEGORY NO. 14b

)

STATEMENT OF FACTS
1.
Mary Winegar

Plaintiffs, A. Wayne Winegar

and

his wife,

(hereafter referred to as Winegars) purchased

Unit B, Lot 45, Sundance West Subdivision, Duschene County,
Utah, by an Agreement

for Sale of Real Estate, dated the

28th day of July, 1979, from Ranch Liquidators of Utah, Inc.
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(hereafter referred to as Ranch Liquidators). The contract's
deferred payment price was $15/366.00.
2.

Paragraph

1

of

the

Addendum A.

contract

provides

for

delivery of a Warranty Deed conveying title/ free and clear/
and a Title Insurance Policy in the amount of the purchase
price.
3.
and

signed

Corporation
day

of

The Ranch
and

Liquidators assigned the contract

delivered

a

Warranty

Deed

to

Froerer

(hereafter referred to as Froerer) on the 11th

June/

1980.

Liquidators

and

Liquidators

giving

Liquidators

to

Addendum

Froerer

signed

Froerer

claims/

B

C.

The

Ranch

an agreement binding Ranch

limited

if

and

any/

recourse

of

the

against

buyers

or

Ranch
their

assigns on said real estate contracts for consideration of
any kind not made a responsibility of Ranch Liquidators by
the contract assigned.
4.

Ranch

Addendum D.
Liquidators

received

$80/000

for

23

contracts/ of which Winegars* is one/ with a total principal
balance of $149/000/

Addendum Ef

and acquired a commitment

for Title Insurance dated the 10th day of June/ 1980/ with
proposed

insured/

Addendum Ff

Fred Froerer/

felt indicated title in them.

which Froerer

Froerer Deposition/ Page 11/

Line 21 and 22.
5.
Liquidators

On
deeded

the
the

24th

day

property

Metes and Bounds Description.

-2-

of
to

March,
Mecca

Addendum G.

1982,

Ranch

Enterprises

by

6.
executed

On the 15th day of September, 1983/ Froerer

a Notice of Assignment of Contracts recorded the

21st day of September, 1983, covering this property claiming
and

asserting

an

interest

in and to the real property by

virtue of this assignment with Ranch Liquidators.

Addendum

H.
7.

Froerer

demanded

and

received

Winegars

payments from June, 1980 until Winegars paid their contract
off

in

full.

recorded

Record

39, Paragraphs

3

and

4.

Froerer

their Warranty Deed from Ranch Liquidators and a

Quit Claim Deed from them to Winegars dated the 17th day of
May, 1984.

Record 35 and 36, Addendum I.

Froerer cannot

give good title and wrote two letters, dated the 28th day of
August,

1984, one

Enterprises,
buyers.

attempting

to

Ellsworth

clear

and

title

in

one

to Mecca

favor

of

the

Addendum J and K.
8.

rights

to Lillian

to

receive

liabilities
Addendum

Froerer claims that they were only purchasing

L.

under

payments
the

and

contract

(All addendums

never
and

intended
related

are Exhibits

to assume
documents.

to the Froerer

Deposition and or attachments to Legal Memos filed with the
Record,

Froerer

presentation.

Affidavit

filed

in connection

with

their

The District Court Clerk lost the original

Deposition and Exhibits.

The Deposition on file is from the

plaintiffs' file.)
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SUMMARY OF ARGUEMENT
There is no genuine issue as to any material fact
and

on

the

basis

of

the

facts Winegars

are entitled

to

Judgment as a Matter of Law.
Froerer agrees documents are factual/ Record 57:
plaintiffs1

"Basically/
recitation

facts

of documents

are

that were

accurate

signed/

in

their

the dates

that

they were signed/ and the parties who signed them."
1.
a Warranty

Froerer purchased the real estate and received
Deed

on

the same date

they were assigned

the

contract and they claimed an interest in real property by
reason

of

the

contract

and

ultimately

delivered

the

Warranty Deed from Ranch Liquidators to them/ to Winegars /
indicating acceptance of this delivery by Ranch Liquidators,
2.

Froerer

was

not

a Bona

Fide purchaser for

value having knowledge of the Winegars contract and becomes
a Trustee

to comply

with

provisions

of the contract/ not

withstanding their intent to not be bound by liabilities of
the contract.
3.
Froerer

By

becomes

demanding
liable

for

and

receiving

Specific

all

Performance

payments
of

the

contract/ or in lieu thereof/ damages for recission of the
contract.
waived

Froerer never pled Statue of Frauds and thereby

this

defence

and

the

exception

Performance would have been applicable anyway.

-4-

for

Specific

4.

The contracts

and documents are unambiguous

and clear on their face and they do not need Parol Evidence
to interpret them.
Winegars did not waive any claim against Froerer
because

they

never

Froererfs

accepted

Quit

Claim

Deed

as

good title, evidenced by Froerer!s attempts to provide good
title and this lawsuit.
Froerer
reason

of

contract

took

the

their

purchase

and were

liable

place
of

of Ranch

the

land

for Specific

Liquidators by

and

assignment

Performance

of

and or

Recission and Winegars could and should be returned to their
Status Quo Ante.

Ranch Liquidators was not an indispensible

party and if Froerer felt they should have been a party they
should have made them one by the Third Party Practice Rules.
ARGUMENT
I.

THE PLAINTIFFS ARE ENTITLED TO SUMMARY
JUDGMENT BECAUSE THERE IS NO GENUINE
ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT AND THEUNDISPUTED
FACTS SHOW THAT PLAINTIFFS ARE ENTITLED
TO JUDGMENT AS A MATTER OF LAW.

The facts in this case are clearly set forth by
the

documents

in

evidence.

concise, unambiguous

and

set

The
forth

documents
the

are

clear,

intentions

of the

parties.
The

documents

do

not

need

Parol

Evidence

to

interpret them.
Winegars

purchased

property

contract was assigned to Froerer.

by

contract.

The real estate was

The

deeded

to

Froerer

by

Warranty

Deed.

Froerer

claims

non-delivery because he did not intend to receive title or
any

property

interest.

Froerer

did

not

purchase

the

property and thought there can be no right to recover from
them.

Froerer

Liquidators

to

intended
be

for

the

Warranty

security

purposes

Deed

from

only.

Ranch

In

case

Winegars failed to make the payments they could then record
their deed and have clear title/ i.e. a mortgage.
claims

they

acquired

no property

Froerer

interest whatsoever from

Ranch Liquidators/ but only the payment stream from Winegars
and yet they received the Warranty Deed and put it in their
file.

Later they claimed an interest in the real property

by recording Notice of their Interest in the contract and
later when payments were made, delivered the Warranty Deed/
from Ranch Liquidators to them/ to Winegars by having this
deed recorded/ along with their Quit Claim Deed to Winegars.
In

B-T

Ltd.

v. Blakeman/

705 p.2d

307, 311, a

Wyoming Case cited by Froerer/ the Court reversed the Lower
Court for failing to give the following instructions/ among
other reasons:
For a deed to be operative as a transfer of
the ownership of land it must be delivered.
It is delivery that gives the instrument force
and effect. Delivery of a deed requires that
there be a manifestation of the unequivocal
intention of the person who signed the deed
to give up all control over the deed to have
it become effective as a transfer of title to
the land so as to deprive him of all authority
over it or the right of recalling it. An acceptance on the part of the grantee is essential
to complete the delivery of a deed.

A deed cannot operate to release the grantor
from a debt due to the grantee unless and until
the grantee accepts the deed.
The requirements for acceptance are (1) knowledge
that the instrument is tendered for delivery; (2)
an intention to take the legal title to the
property which the deed purports to convey/ and
(3) the manifestation of such intention by some
act/ conduct or statement.
Foerer took the deed/ placed it in his file/ yet
he delivered

it to Winegars by having it recorded and then

attempted to satisfy Winegars by giving them his Quit Claim
Deed/ again by deliverying the deed to be recorded.
fact Froerer

never

intended

to receive

If in

the deed or never

intended to take any ownership interest/ how could he gain
title

in

the

event

of

non-compliance

and

how

could

he

deliver the deed to Winegars if he had never accepted the
deed so that there was no legal delivery.
Clearly/

Froerer

purchased

the

land

from

Ranch

Liquidators/ signed and delivered the deed to Winegars.
deed was effective upon delivery.
Utah Code Annotated
Froerer

delivering

Sec. 57-1-3/ Sec. 57-1-6/

1953 as Amended.
the Ranch

The

The legal effect of

Liquidators Warranty Deed to

Winegar and then his own Quit Claim Deed would of necessity
preclude Froerer from denying

the validity of his delivery

from Ranch Liquidators.
Froerer

quotes

extensively from cases indicating

when a Warranty Deed is intended to be a mortgage it is a

-7-

mortgage.Whiteley

v. DeVries, 209 p.2d

209, 220, Bybee v.

Stewart, 189 p.2d 118 Utah, Givan v. Lambeth, 351 p.2d 959.
In all of

these

cases the intent was clearly spelled out

that a conveyance

was not

anything but a mortgage.
was certainly intended

intended

by

In the instant

the parties

to be

case a conveyance

by Ranch Liquidators and Froerer, if

not when the deed was received then later when delivered.
In Horton v. Horton, 696 p.2d 102, Utah 1984, the
Court held:
On review of question of fact, Superior Court
will review evidence in all inferences that
can reasonably be drawn therefore, in light
most supportive of Trial Court's findings,
their findings will not be disturbed when
they are based on substantive, competent and
admissable evidence.
Clearly,

there

is

sufficient

substantive,

competent, admissable evidence to find delivery of the deed
in Froerer.
If Froerer is purchaser of land and has knowledge
of the Winegar contract the law impresses an equitable trust
upon the land and Froerer as trustee for Winegars is bound
to comply

with

the contract

to the same extent

as Ranch

Liquidators, the original vendor.
DeCorso v. Thomas et al. 50 p.2d 951, 956, 957, 89
Utah 160, 1935:
VENDOR AND PURCHASER. Purchaser of estate or
interest, legal or equitable, even for valuable
consideration, with notice of any existing

-8-

equitable interest in same subjectmatter held
by third person, acquires only what his vendor
can honestly transfer and is liable in equity
to same extent as person from whom he made
purchase.
George v. Oakhurst Realty, Inc.R.I. 414 A.2d 471,
473:
It is well established that an executory purchase
and-sale agreement vests in the vendee thereof
equitable title to the land involved. Jakober
;v. E. M. Loev's Capitol Theater, Inc.,107 R.I.
104, 110, 265 A.2d 429, 433 (1970), and further,
that a third party who purchases such land with
notice of the vendee's interest therein under
a preexisting executory purchase-and-sale
agreement takes title subject to such interest.
Dunson v. Stockton, Whatley, Davin & Co.Fla. App.,
346 So.2d 603, 606:
However, a person who takes a conveyance but
is not entitled to protection as a bona fide
purchaser takes subject to the interest of
another under an earlier agreement by the
vendor to convey. Tate v. Pensacola, Gulf,
Land and Development Co., 37 Fla 439, 20 So.
542 (1896): In such a situation, the subsequent
grantee takes the land impressed with the trust
in favor of the original vendee.
Lebrecht v. Beckett Ariz. 396 p.2d 13, Collins v.
Heitman Ariz. 284 S.W.2d 628:
Vendeefs interest under contract of purchase
is equitable title, and whoever subsequent
thereto takes legal title takes subject to
right of holder of contract of purchase to
enforce same.
Pond v. Lindell Mont. 632 p.2d 1107, 1110, 1111:
Benson claims this was a
disagree. Ponds were only
receiving that which they
right to receive. At the
indicating that they were
to close.

-9-

conditional tender. We
insisting upon
had a contractual
same time, Ponds were
ready, able and willing

There can be little doubt that specific performnce will lie against Benson as assignee of Dye
under the circumstances of this case. Benson
became owner of the legal title knowing of the
possible defect which was of record. When Benson
purchased Dyes1 interest in the contract with
Lindell, Benson had notice that Lindell had
sold to the Ponds some five years earlier...
and can be compelled at the suit of the
vendee to specifically perform the agreement
by conveying the land in the same manner, and
to the same extent, as the vendor would have
been liable to do, had he not transferred the
legal title; and such grantee is the proper
defendent in the suit against whom to demand
the remedy of a conveyance.
In Myhre v. Myhre (1976), 170 Mont. 410, 419, 554
p2d 276, this Court said: The rule seems to be,
one who acquires or purchases property, knowing
that the property is subject to a contract to
be sold to another, may be compelled to perform
the contract in the same manner and to the same
extent as his grantor would have been liable
to do had the grantor not made the transfer
to him.
77 Am Jur 2d 526, #376. Effect on Title:
The purchaser under an executory contract for
the sale of land title to which is to be conveyed at a future time has, until title is conveyed, merely an equitable interest in or title
to the land; the legal title remains in the
vendor, who may, notwithstanding the contract
he has made, convey the legal title to a third
person. The general rule is that such a conveyance by the vendor to a third person will
pass all the vendor's interest in the land.
If the vendor's grantee is a bona fide purchaser for value without notice of the interest
of the earlier purchaser, who has not received
a conveyance of the legal title, he takes free
of the equitable interest of the latter, but if
the vendor's grantee is not entitled to
protection as a bona fide purchaser for value,
he takes subject to the equitable interest of
the earlier purchaser.

-10-

92 C.J.S

185, #304 b. Purchasers with Notice or

Not for Value:
(1) In General The equitable estate of a
purchaser under a land contract prevails
against that of a subsequent purchaser acquired
with notice, and the latter takes subject to
the contract.
A subsequent purchaser from the vendor with
notice, actual or constructive, of a prior
contract for the sale of the land takes the
land subject to the contract whether or not
he has received a deed, and although he has
paid a valuable consideration. The equitable
estate of the purchaser under a contract to
convey land will prevail against a subsequent
conveyance acquired from the vendor with notice.
Where one purchases a legal title with knowledge
of an outstanding equitable title, he is but
a trustee for the holder of the equitable
title, and may be compelled to perform specifically the contract to convey, as discussed
in Specific Performance s 27. The fact that
a grantee taking with notice of a prior contract
expends money on the land does not defeat
the right of the purchaser under the contract.
(2) Constructive Notice
c. Rights of Grantee
A conveyance to a third person subject to a
contract of sale operates as an assignment to
the grantee of the vendor's interest under the
contract.
Where a vendor having contracted to convey land
to a purchaser conveys the land to a third
person subject to the contract, the conveyance
operates as an assignment of the contract
between the vendor and purchaser.
As a
consequence the grantee is entitled to the
purchase money outstanding on the contract
unless there is an agreement to the contrary,
or unless purchase-money notes have been given
and transferred by the vendor to a third person
for value.
d. Liabilities of Grantee
A grantee is not generally bound to perform the
vendor's contract unless he demands and receives
payments on the purchase price or expressly
assumes the obligations of the vendor. Where a

conveyance of land is made subject to
contract for the sale of the land by
vendor and the grantee demands and
installments of the purchase price/ he is
perform the vendor's contract.
II.

a prior
the same
receives
bound to

THE DEFENDANTS CAN BE LIABLE FOR BREACH OF
CONTRACT EVEN THOUGH THEY WERE NOT A PARTY TO
THE CONTRACT.

The law impresses upon the land an equitable trust
and makes Froerer the trustee of Winegars to see to it they
receive the benefits of the contract.
See

Argument

and

Citations

Froerer argues that the assignment

Supra

in

is clear and points to

the language of the assignment that Froerer
transferred Ranch Liquidators

of

is only being

"right/ title, interest and

equity" in the purchase contract.
question

Point #1.

This argument begs the

the acquisition of the land.

Who is holding

title of the land to give to Winegars when the payments are
made?

Certainly

not

Ranch

Liquidators.

They

terminated

their interest with their Warranty Deed to Froerer.

Froerer

claims they did not receive delivery, but as pointed out in
the Argument

in Point

1,

this argument

does

not

hold

up

because they in fact did take delivery and in fact delivered
it to Winegars.
Further/ Froerer contracted with Ranch Liquidators
to give Froerer limited recourse against them for claims if
the buyers on said contracts for consideration of any kind/
not

made

contract/

a

responsibility

implying

responsible

for

the

of

Ranch

Liquidators

by

the

that Froerer had the obligations to be
responsibilities

this was signed by Froerer.

of the contracts and

Addendum D.

Froerer argues extensively that the words "Subject
to" are not words of assumptions and quotes a multitude of
cases

involving

commissions,
questions

promissory

and

about

trust
the

notes,

deeds.

legal

commercial

papers,

None of these answer

interpretation

of an

the

equitable

trust by law that is the fairly established rule.
Froerer would like to reinforce their concept of
not

being

a

party

Statute of Frauds.

to

the

contract

by referring

to the

In the Defendants Answer to the Amended

Complaint, Record 32-36, in their Eleven Defenses, they fail
to plead the Statute of Frauds once and Rule 9(c) U.R.C.P.
requires the defendants to set forth the Statute of Frauds
as

an

affirmative

defence,

and

Rule

12(b) U.R.C.P.

sets

forth that a defendant waives this defence if he fails to
plead it.

W.W. & W.B. Gardner, Inc. v. Pappas 470 p2d 252,

253, Utah 1970, Valley Bank & Trust Co. v. Wilken 668 p2d ,
494 Utah 1983.
But, even had the Froerer's pled the Statute of
Frauds

this case clearly

exception

spelled

out

in

comes within
Utah

Code

the purview of the

Ann.

25-5-7

1953

as

Amended, which provides that nothing in the chapter should
abridge the right to Specific Performance.

Woolsey v. Brown

Utah 1975 539 p2d 1035, 1039.
Clearly, Winegars in this case would have a right
to Specific Performance of their contract against

-13-

Froerer.

Particularly

would

this

be

true

if

they

had

recorded

their

deed prior to Ranch Liquidators deeding to

others.

Pond

v. Lindell Mont. 632 p.2d 1107, 110, 1111,

Point I, quotes Pomeroyfs Specific Performance of Contracts,
Section 465.1 (3d E d . ) :
The doctrine is well settled that when the vendor
after entering into a contract of sale, conveys
the land to a third person who has knowledge
or notice of the prior agreement,...such grantee
takes the land impressed with the trust in favor
of the original vendee, and holds it as trustee
for such vendee, and can be compelled at the
suit of the vendee to specifically perform the
agreement by conveying the land in the same
manner, and to the same extent, as the vendor
would
have
been
liable
to do, had he not
transferred the legal title; and such grantee is
the proper defendant in the suit against whom to
demand the remedy of a conveyance.
Why

should

Froerer

be

rewarded

for

their

negligence in failing to record their deed.
III. THE
ASSIGNMENT
WAS
NOT
AMBIGUOUS
THEREFORE
EXTRINSIC
EVIDENCE
IS
ADMISSIBLE TO SHOW THE PARTIES INTENT.

AND
NOT

Froerer in their Argument for Point II, point out
how clear and precise the assignment was and how it could
not

possibly

thereunder.

be
Then

interpreted
how

could

to
it

make
be

Froerer

ambiguous

liable

in

their

Argument Point III to allow extrinsic Parol Evidence to shed
light

on

the

intention

of

the

parties.

i.e.

Froerer

Affidavit, Addendum L.
Even

if Froerer never intended to assume any of

Ranch Liquidators liabilities, what difference would
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it make to their legal obligations as Winegars trustee under
the

equitable

trust

placed

spelled out in Point I.

on

the

land

by

the

law

and

The legal effect of the document

clearly shows that Froerer was the recipient of the property
and Winegars were entitled to recover against them.
IV. FROERER DID BUY THE PROPERTY FROM RANCH
LIQUIDATORS.
This argument is spelled out in Winegars Point I.
There
Liquidators

is

absolutely

intended

title to Froerer.

anything

no
other

evidence

that

Ranch

than to deed absolute

In all the cases quoted by Froerer the

evidence is clear that what is intended was for deeds to be
mortgages.
A mortgage is a recordable notice of lien in real
property

designed

protection

to

against

give mortgagers

future

liens

and

a secured,

recorded

assignments.

protection did Froerer receive from his deed (mortgage)?
did

not

record

it.

What

payments

were

being

What
He

secured?

Winegars never agreed to the deed as a mortgage to secure
their payments.

What good would that security be if Ranch

Liquidators recorded a deed in front of them as they did?
(None)

So I fail to see how the Warranty Deed they received

from Ranch Liquidators was a secured interest or mortgage as
claimed by Froerer.
V.

PLAINTIFF DID NOT RECORD THE QUIT CLAIM
DEED FROM FROERER AND DID NOT WAIVE ANY
CLAIMS AGAINST FROERER BY REASON OF REQUESTING
FROERER TO DEED THE PROPERTY TO THEM.
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The
states

defendant's

defendants

Liquidators/

Answer

recorded

also

the

plaintiffs1 request.

the

Quit

in

their

Warranty

Claim

Deed

Tenth

Defense

Deed

from

Ranch

from

Froerer

at

Record 35-36.

The only evidence of any knowledge Winegars might
have had about any title problem comes from Mr. Froerer's
Deposition

when

he

states:

"I

communications on the phone.
explained
problems

to

him

that

pertaining

just

remember

verbal

And in those conversations I

I was aware

there were some title

to some of the lots over there that I

was aware cf and that we had a warranty deed in our file
from Ranch Liquidators to Froerer Corporation, and that we
would

deliver

Corporation

that

to

and

him."

a

quit-claim

Froerer

deed

Deposition,

from
Page

Froerer
37, Line

22-25, Page 38, Line 1-3.
From
which

were

Addendums

the Warranty

both

recorded

Deed

June

and

the Quit Claim

15, 1984, Record

Deed

45, 46,

C and I, we knew that the conversation between

Froerer and Winegar was before June 15, 1984.
Fred
waived

their

"Bud" Froerer
rights

under

did

the

not believe Winegars had
contract

evidenced

by his

attempts to provide clear title by his correspondence to the
people he knew had the title.
Froerer

might

have

given

clear

title

to

the

property by the Quit Claim Deed for all Winegars knew and
probably could have if they had protected

their title and

his by recording the Ranch Liquidators Warranty Deed.

I

fail

to see how defendants

delivering

a Quit

Claim Deed and recording it provides an inference of waiver.
The
argument

cases

that

quoted

the

relinquishment

of

by

waiver

a

known

defendants

has

to

right.

be

spell
an

American

out

the

intentional
Savs.

& Loan

Ass'n v. Blomquist/ 21 Utah 2d 289, 445 p.2d 1, 3 (1968):
Barnes v. Wood/ 750 p.2d 1226, 1230 (Utah Ct. App. 1988).
The evidence is clear from the acts of Froerer in
attempting to clear title and in his statement about hearing
from

Winegars

Attorney,

David

Young

Payne,

Froerer

Deposition, Page 43, Line 1-12, and this lawsuit.
It appears

clear that their was no inference of

any waiver by Winegars in any action they took.
VI.

THE TRIAL COURT DID NOT ERR IN GRANTING
PLAINTIFFS RECISSION.

Clearly,
require

Froerer

Froerer

protected

acknowledge

Winegars

to

would

Specifically

their

this.

Even

title.

rights

and

delivered

their

Winegars,

thereby

never

Warranty

Perform

perfecting

entitled

to

the contract

had

actions

run opposite to their

i.e. "We never acquired any

intended
Deed

been

All of Froerer's

those that

basic contentions in this case.
property

have

from
their

to ever."
Ranch

Then

they

Liquidators

delivery

from

to

Ranch

Liquidators.
If Winegars were entitled to Specific Performance
and Froerer could not perform because of their failure of

title/ then it is apparent the only remedy Winegars have is
recission and damages.
RECISION

77 Am Jur (2) Paragraph 247

It is the general rule that if defects in evidence
of title are such that the vendor has neither
the title/ which he has agreed to convey/ nor
any prospect of acquiring it/ the vendee is
not required to continue with the contract/
but may rescind/ even though the time set for
conveyance has not arrived.
Miller v. Beck Ore. 142 Pac. 603, 605:
VENDOR AND PURCHASER (s 212) Rights as to third
persons - former purchaser.
Where defendant accepted a deed of land which
the seller had previously contracted to sell
to plaintiff/ and notified plaintiff of his
ownership of the land/ and demanded and received
payment of any installment of the purchase
price under the contract/ it became defendant's
duty to perform the seller's contract respecting
the land.
In our judgment/ when the defendant accepted
from the company the deed with the condition
already noted/ notified the plaintiff of his
ownership of the land/ and demanded and received payment of the installment on the purchase
price, the legal effect of the transaction was
to cast upon the defendant the duty of performing
the contract respecting the land.
The logical deduction is that Beck, who, as
we have seen, assumed the performance of this
contract, must furnish one or the other right
of way. His failure to do so on demand constituted a situation of which Miller had a
right to avail himself as a breach of contract
by Beck and to use it as a basis of recission
on his part and of a consequent action to recover
the money already paid.
See

also

cases

and

authorities

Argument in Point I.

-1 R -

quoted

in

the

The effect of the assignment and Warranty Deed was
to place Froerer

in the place of Ranch Liquidators.

The

essential part of recission of a contrast is to restore the
parties

to

contract.

their

status

quo

prior

to

entering

into the

Briggs v. Liddell; 669 p.2d 770,773 (Utah 1985).

The parties to be returned to the status quo are Winegars.
If

Froerer

had desired

to be returned to their status quo

with Ranch Liquidators they should have included them in the
suit by availing themselves of Rule 14, U.R.C.P.,
Third Party Practice.

To suggest that Froerer has lost all

his rights under their agreements with Ranch Liquidators is
to suggest Winegars could not receover from them either.
Froerer

bought

these

properties

with

a

total

principal balance of $149,000 for $80,000, discounting the
principal balances approximately 54%.
The

principal

which

Froerer

balance
paid

a

of Winegars
discounted

contract
price

of

was

$7,910.43

approximately

$4,271.63, some $3,638.80 more than the prinicpal balance.
More than the $3,480 cash down payment Froerer claims they
would be out.

Addendum F.

For the defendants to suggest that Winegars should
be the ones to shoulder the loss for Froerer's failure to
protect their interests when they received most of the money
on their demand, is pretty hard to swallow.
I fail to see how Froerer has been prevented from
recovering against Ranch Liquidators.
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VII. THE TRIAL COURT DID NOT ERR IN GRANTING
SUMMARY JUDGMENT FOR THE FULL AMOUNT OF
PLAINTIFFS CLAIM.
The arguments presented throughout this brief are
replete with authority to require

Froerer to make good on

the original contract of sale even by providing good title
and failing that for damages for the failure.
The remedy for Winegars is recission and a return
of the deferred payment price of $15/366.00., which is what
the Trial Court rightfully awarded.
It was pointed out in the argument in Part VI that
Froerer

acquired

the principal balance of $7,910.43 for a

discount of approximately
discounted

more

Liquidators.
under

than

the

54%, or approximately $4,271.63,
down

payment

received

by Ranch

Froerer did not receive all of the payments

the contract, neither

did

they pay

for all

of the

payments they did receive.
They should be responsible for the total deferred
payment price.
CONCLUSION
The principal that is spelled out in this case is
that when a purchaser
there
that

is a contract
property

an

(Froerer) buys property knowing that
sale that the law will impress unpon

equitable

(Winegars) and will

make

trust

in favor

the purchaser

of

the vendee

a trustee for the

vendor under the contract, and will make him responsible for
the performance of the contract in lieu of the vendor.

In this case/ the purchaser is trying to weasel
out of his responsibilities by any way he can think of.
He did
intend to.

not purchase the land because he did not

He merely took the deed as a security interest

in case Winegars failed to make the payments.
The contract

is firm and

"Subject

to" does not

mean assumption.
The contract is ambiguous and Parol Evidence can
be

used

to

show

Froerer

never

intended to be liable for

Ranch Liquidators obligations.
The

Winegars

waived

their

right

to clear

title

because they accepted a Quit Claim Deed.
Ranch
Froerer

never

Liquidators
signed

is an

indispensable

the contract

and

if all

party and
else

fails

Froerer did not get all of the money.
If in fact Froerer had wanted to just receive the
payments and no property interest/ why didn't they just say
so in the documents.
Froerer

Corporation

is

a

well

respected/

term, realty company with competent legal associations.

long
One

of their officers being an attorney.
Why the title search.

Why the Warranty Deed.

the recording of the contrat right.
Quit Claim
title

in

Deed

to Winegars.

Winegars

if

in

Why

Why the delivery and

Why the attempt to perfect

fact

interest.
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Froerer

had

no

property

If
Froerer/

I had

as

structured,

been asked

defendants

to structure this deal for

would

have

us

believe

it

was

I certainly would not have done it the way it

was done.
The
documents
concurrent

in

clear
this

concise/
case

assignment

of

unambiguous

show
the

a

purchase

real

estate

message
of

of

land

the
with

contract,

and

demand for and payment of all the outstanding balance of the
contract and failure to perform by Froerer.
Froerer as trustee for Winegars woefully failed to
protect their own interests, let alone those of the Winegars
and the Trial Court 1 's ruling should be affirmed.
so

clear

that

Winegars

Motion

for

Affirmance

This is

should

granted.
DATED this

'

day of January, 1990.

)SEI H S'. KNOWLTON
Attor ney for PlaintiffsRespondents.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct
copy of the foregoing Respondent's Brief/ postage pre-paid/
this

// ^ day of January/ 1990/ to:

David R. Olsen/ Esq.
Paul M. Simmons/ Esq.
of and for
Suitter Axland Armstrong & Hanson
Attorneys for Defendants-Appellants
700 Clark Learning Office Center
175 South West Temple
Salt Lake City, UT 84101^1480
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ADDENDUM
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RANCH UQUIDATORS OF UTAH, INC.
Presents

SnnclanceWest
A Legally Recorded Subdivision In Duchesne County, Utah

Option Agreement
and
Agreement for Sale of Real Estate

20

THISAGREEMENT for the sale and purchase of Real Estate, dated this
*_
-day, of <Jc*
&£/
\9 Py by and between the Ranch Liquidators of Utah, Inc. hereinafter referred to as "Seller" and the undersigned, hereinafter referred
l(» as' Ruyer"

WITNESSETH:
Seller agrees to sell to Buyer an<\ Ruyer agrees to purchase from Seller pursuant to the terms and conditions set forth below, the following
real prr>pcrty
prr>pcrtv located
in Duchesne County, State of Utah, according to the official Plat on record in said County, to witmg described
drscnoed real
b
1. Cash Price
\U»,r * tor V<T

/£a?o

2. Cash Down Payment
3. Unpaid Balance
(Amt. Financed)
4. Finance Charge
5. Total of Payments
(3 + 4)
6. Deferred Payment Price
(1 + 4 )

M&>

7. MONTHLY PAYMENT

Buyer agrees to pay Seller the total of payments (line 5 above) in
(number) monjhlypayments. Final payment may be less
Paymentdiie dales are the _ ^ ^ of each month starting
1 9 ^ 7 5 ? . The ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE
IS ^/£2
.% This agreement is subject to the additional terms and conditions set forth on the reverse side hereof. Buyerfs) agree
thai he has read, and agrees to said terms and conditions.
FINANCE CHARGE: The "Finance Charge" Includes only simple interest on the declining balance at the "Annual Percentage Rate"
shown
PREPAYMENT PRIVILEGE: Prepayments may be made at any time without penalty and reduce, the contract balance when made, thus
reducing the interest paid (Finance Charge).
EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE: Within one year Immediately following the date of this agreement, the Buyers) may exchange the property
purchase pursuant to this agreement for another parcel or parcels of real property offered for sale by the Seller provided that the property being secured by the exchanged has a cash price equal to or greater than the cash price set forth in this Agreement.

RANCH UQUIDATORS OF UTAH, INC OPTION AGREEMENT
SELLER UNCONDTTIONALLY AGREES TO REFUND ALL THE MONEY PAID ON THE PROPERTY IF BUYER IS NOT COMPLETELY
SATISFIED UPON COMPLETION OF A COMPANY GUIDED PERSONAL INSPECTION TOUR ON OR BEFORE: T^y P&
192JL
If not satisfied, tho Buyer shall execute a Request for Refund in writing on a form provided by Seller In^rnedUtery uporTcornplehon of the
inspection tour If satisfied, buyer agrees that this Agreement for Sale of Real Estate shall constitute tfie whole and complete Agreement
between Buyer and Seller.
BUYER'S NAME

MAILING ADDRESS

~-*_*<fl

AirTHOMZED HFPUfSEffTATIVr-

THIS AGREEMENT IS SUBJECTTOFINAL CONFIRMATION AND ACCEPTANCE BY RANCH LIQUIDATORS OF UTAH, INC
ACCEPTED THIS

DAY OF

19

.

BY-

w

TTmTTTmmmf

^Sr

TERMS, CONDITIONS AND COVENANTS
1. Upon payment in full of the purchase price in the manner herein specified, Ranch Liquidators of Utah, Inc.
shall deliver a Warranty Deed conveying title free and clear to the property subject to encumbrances, restrictions and reservations of record. The Seller shall also cause to be issued to the Buyer an Owner's Policy of Title
Insurance in the amount of the purchase price.
2. All installments of this Agreement for Sale of Real Estate shall be paid to the Valley Bank and Trust Co.,
Broadway-West Temple Office, Salt Lake City, Utah, as servicing agent.
3. Possession of this property shall be delivered to Buyer upon the acceptance of this Agreement by Seller
and the receipt of the down payment provided for herein.
4. The stipulated price shall under no circumstances be deemed or construed to be an obligation of Buyer for
the payment of money enforceable by suit at law or in equity. In the event of Buyer's failure to pay an installment when due, whether such failure be voluntary or involuntary, Seller shall be entitled to terminate this
Agreement and retain the subject real property and any improvements thereon and all sums previously paid
hereunder as liquidated damages.
5. It is agreed that time is of the essence in the performance of the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
Therefore, all payments shall be due on or before the date(s) defaults set forth in this Agreement. In the event the
Buyer(s) defaults in making said payment strictly within the time described herein, Seller shall be entitled to terminate this Agreement; shall be entitled to retake possession of said premises and any improvements thereon;
and shall be entitled to retain as liquidated damages all sums previously paid hereunder. Buyer(s) further agrees
that upon default, Seller may cause to be recorded in the office of the County Recorder's Office of Duchesne
County, Utah, an "Affidavit of Forfeiture" which shall terminate Buyer'sfs') claim or interest in and to the subject
real property. A copy of said "Notice of Forfeiture" shall be sent to the Buyers) at the Buyer'sjs') address listed
herein.
6. Buyer(s) acknowledges that this Agreement contains all the terms, conditions, negotiations and representations made by the Seller, and embodies all previous written or oral representations and contracts between the
parties regarding the subject matter of this Agreement.
7. The parties mutually agree fhat should a portion of this Agreement be determined to be invalid for any
reason whatsoever, such a finding shall not invalidate the remainder of this agreement, unless the agreement
is rendered unenforceable by virtue and said finding.
8. Conversion to Trust Deed. At the option of the Seller, the Buyer agrees to convert this "Agreement for the
Sale of Real Estate" to a Trust Deed and Trust Deed Note by completing the following requisites:
Seller may of its election deliver to the Buyer the following documents: (a) A Warranty Deed conveying the real property described in this "Agreement" to the Buyer; (b) a Trust Deed Note for the
balances remaining unpaid on this Agreement and (c) a Trust Deed (original and on copy), standard
form.
Buyer agrees to execute, acknowledge and return the original Trust Deed Note and Trust Deed to
the Seller within fifteen days (15) after receipt of the same. Failure of the Buyer to comply with this
provision shall be considered a material breach of this "Agreement." Seller upon receipt of the Trust
Deed Note and Trust Deed shall, at his expense, supercede ail terms and conditions of this agreement which conflict with the terms and conditions of said Trust Deed and Trust Deed Note. The disclosure provisions contained on the reverse of this agreement shall not be altered by the exercise of
the option contained herein.
9. The Buyerfs) acknowledges his responsibility and liability for ail costs including a reasonable attorney's
fee incurred by the Seller in enforcing the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
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AMERICAN

LAND TITLE ASSOCIATION

COMMITMENT -

1966

sjM3
CHICAGO T I T L E I N S U R A N C E

COMPANY

COMMITMENT FOR TITLE INSURANCE

CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a corporation of Missouri, herein called the Company, for
a valuable consideration, hereby commits to issue its policy or policies of title insurance, as identified in Schedule
A, in favor of the proposed Insured named in Schedule A, as owner or mortgagee of the estate or interest covered
hereby in the land described or referred to in Schedule A, upon payment of the premiums and charges therefor;
all subject to the provisions of Schedules A and B and to the Conditions and Stipulations hereof.
This Commitment shall be effective only when the identity of the proposed Insured and the amount of the
policy or policies committed for have been inserted in Schedule A hereof by the Company, either at the time of
the issuance of this Commitment or by subsequent endorsement.
This Commitment is preliminary to the issuance of such policy or policies of title insurance and all liability
and obligations hereunder shall cease and terminate six months after the effective date hereof or when the policy
or policies committed for shall issue, whichever first occurs, provided that the failure to issue such policy or
policies is not the fault of the Company.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Chicago Title Insurance Company has caused this Commitment to be signed and
sealed as of the effective date of Commitment shown in Schedule A, the Commitment to become valid when
unmtersigped l> an authored Signatory.

Issued by:
BASIN LAND TITLE &
ABSTRACT, INC.
134 West Main Suite 201
Vernal, Utah 84078
(801)789-4724

CHICAGO TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY

ATTEST:

5^\ISI|5^T_

8 4
Authorized Signatory

A

^
i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ V U ^ i * W i ^ ^ V ^ V ^ ^ 4 ^

^^President.

Secretary.

CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS

1. The term "mortgage," when used herein, shall include deed of trust, trust deed, or other security instrument.
2. If the proposed Insured has or acquires actual knowledge of any defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim or
other matter affecting the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by this Commitment other than
those shown in Schedule B hereof, and shall fail to disclose such knowledge to the Company in writing, the
Company shall be relieved from liability for any loss or damage resulting from any act of reliance hereon to
the extent the Company is prejudiced by failure to so disclose such knowledge. If the proposed Insured shall
disclose such knowledge to the Company, or if the Company otherwise acquires actual knowledge of any such
defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim or other matter, the Company at its option may amend Schedule B of
this Commitment accordingly, but such amendment shall not relieve the Company from liability previously
incurred pursuant to paragraph 3 of these Conditions and Stipulations.
3. Liability of the Company under this Commitment shall be only to the named proposed Insured and such
parties included under the definition of Insured in the form of policy or policies committed for and only for
actual loss incurred in reliance hereon in undertaking in good faith (a) to comply with the requirements
hereof, or (b) to eliminate exceptions shown in Schedule B, or (c) to acquire or create the estate or interest or
mortgage thereon covered by this Commitment. In no event shall such liability exceed the amount stated in
Schedule A for the policy or policies committed for and such liability is subject to the insuring provisions, the
Exclusion from Coverage and the Conditions and Stipulations of the form of policy or policies ccmmitted for
in favor of the proposed Insured which are hereby incorporated by reference and are made a part of this
Commitment except as expressly modified herein.
4. Any action or actions or rights of action that the proposed Insured may have or may bring against the
Company arising out of the status of the title to the estate or interest or the status of the mortgage thereon
covered by this Commitment must be based on and are subject to the provisions of this Commitment.
Copyright, 1966 - American Land Title Association

SCHEDULE A
Date: June 1 0 , 1 9 8 0 , a t 8 : 3 0 A. M.

3577

Case No

r Policies to be issued:

,TA Owner's Policy
>posed Insured:

Amount * P* R. Only $ 7 9 . 0 0
FRED FORERER

-TA Loan Policy
oposed Insured:

Amount $.

Amount $.

tate or interest in the land described or referred to in this Commitment and covered herein is a fee simple, and title thereto is at
ective date hereof vested in:

el #1:

RANCH LIQUIDATORS OF UTAH, INC.

el #2: LOUtS B. ELLSWORTH, SR., and LILLIAN C. ELLSWORTH, not individually, but
as trustees of the Louis B. Ellworth and Lillian C. Ellsworth Trust as executed
on the 19th day of July, 1978.
nd referred to in the Commitment is described as follows:

.el #1:

SUNDANCE WEST SUBDIVISION, UNIT A, Lots 27, 34, 54, 55, 56, 58, 60, 61, 62,
63, and 70•
SUNDANCE RANCH SUBDIVISION, UNIT F, Lots 23, 49, 86, and 108.

^el #2:
I

SUNDANCE WEST SUBDIVISION, UNIT B, Lots 13, 18, 20, 30, 32, 45, and 55.
All lots are according to the official plat thereof in the office of the Recorder,
Duchesne County, Utah.

SCHEDULE A - PAGE 1 - NO.

SECTION 1
REQUIREMENTS
following are the requirements to be contplied with:
» (a) Payment to or for the account of the grantois or mortgagors of the full consideration for the estate or interest to be insured.
i (b) Proper instrument(s) creating the estate or interest to be insured must be executed and duly filed for record, to wit:

Warranty Deed from vestee to proposed owners.on Parcel #1.
Subject to the Contract Interest of Kanch Liquidators of Utah Inc. on Parcel #2.
Warranty Deed .from vestee to Contract Holder on Parcel #2.
Warranty Deed from Contract Holder to proposed owners.
Full payment of Delinquent Taxes.

(c) Payment of all taxes, charges or assessments, levied and assessed against the subject premises which are due and payable.
(d) Additional requirements, if any, disclosed below:

:e: The following names have been checked for judgments and none were found: Ranch
Liquidators of Utah Inc., Louis B. Ellsworth and Lillian C. Ellsworth, and Fred
Froerer.)

SCHEDULE B - SECTION 1 - PAGE 1 - NO.

SCHEDULE B
SECTION 2

EXCEPTIONS
olicy or policies to be issued will contain exceptions to the following matters unless the same are disposed of to the satisfaction of
iny:
or claims of parties in possession not shown by the public records.
nts, or claims of easements, not shown by the public records.
»ancies, conflicts in boundary Unes, shortage in area, encroachments, and any facts which a correct survey and inspection of the
;s would disclose and which are not shown by the public records.
»n, or right to a lien, for services, labor or material heretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed by law and not shown by the public
s.
s, liens, encumbrances, adveisc claims or other matters, if any, created, first appearing in the public records or attaching subsequent
effective date hereof but prior to the date the proposed insured acquires of record for value the estate or interest or mortgage
n covered by this Commitment.
or special assessments which are not shown as existing liens by the public records.
lition, the owner's policy will be subject to the mortgage, if any, noted under item one of Section 1 of Schedule B hereof.
:es f o r t h e y e a r 1980 a r e l i e n s b u t a r e n o t y e t due or p a y a b l e S e r i a l No.s SWS-A-27,
J-A-34, SWS-A-54, SWS-A-55, SWS-A-58, SWS-A-60, SWS-A-61, ,SWS-A-62, SWS-A-63 and SWSP0, and SWS-B-13, SWS-B-18, SWS-B-20, SWS-B-30, SWS-B-32, SWS-B-45, SWS-B-55, SRS-F, SRS-F-49, SRS-F-86, and SRS-F-108. (Taxes for t h e y e a r 1979 were paid on some l o t s
I t a x e s f o r t h e year 1978 are d e l ^ q u e n t ^ m a l l " ^ ^
aj^uHdi^s - ion,'t3ftfe§~"toxf'*f:h"e"Vear" < 1979 are"*delinquent on a X l / l o t s ^ i n UnitTB/ Sundance
st Subdivision.)
MaMMMTMMklMWWMMMHr*

is property is within the boundaries of the Central Utah Water Conservancy District
d is subject to all charges and assessments levied thereby.
cepting therefrom all oil, gas, and mineral rights.
ad Right-of-way from Valley Ranches, Inc. to Shell Oil Co. dated March 31, 1970, recorded
rril 7, 1970, as Entry No. 152109 in Book A-12 pages 217-218, records of Duchesne County,
ah.
.peline Easement from Louis B. Ellsworth and Lillian C. Ellsworth to Shell Oil Co. dated
me 17, 1972, recorded June 21, 1972, as Entry No. 163411 in Book A-21 pages 662-663,
;cords of Duchesne County, Utah.
>adway Easement from Louis B. Ellsworth and Lillian C. Ellsworth to Shell Oil Co. dated
me 17, 1972, recorded June 21, 1972, as Entry No. 163412 in Book A-21 pages 664-665,
»cords of Duchesne County, Utah.
Lpeline Easement from Louis B. Ellsworth and Lillian C. Ellsworth to Shell Oil Co. dated
*ly 11, 1972, recorded September 6, 1972, as Entry No. 164767 in Book A-23 pages 98-99,
ecords of Duchesne County, Utah.
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{Schedule B

continued)

Policy Number
Ownon

Policy Number
loon

Right-of-way easement from Duane Boren and Sherron Lee Boren to Chevron Pipe Line Co.
dated September 16, 1968, recorded December 13, 1968, as Entry No. 148089 in Book A8 pages 119-120, records of Duchesne County, Utah.
Right-of-way agreement from Duane & Sherron L. Boren and Flying Diamond Corp. to Gary
Operating Co. dated August 22, 1972, recorded September 13, 1972, as Entry No. 164981
in Book A-23 pages 358-360, records of Duchesne County, Utah.
The terms and conditions of that certain Farmland Assessment Act Application (Greenbelt
Amendment) dated September 27, 1972, recorded October 3, 1972, as Entry No. 165961 in
Book 2GB page 416, records of Duchesne County, Utah.
Subject to all existing easements and rights-of-way.

AGREEMENT made *$/&[&*

1380* between BftNCB IJara3»E*S BR OTSH*

E C * , a Utah Corporation, First Party and FBCERER CORP., a Otah Cbrporatictt,
Second Party.
WHEREAS, FIRST Party is selling and Second Party is buying aetata.
Real Estate Contracts receivable en real property located in Duchesne County,
Utah, more particularly described on Exhibit "A* attacnea Hereto and made
part hereof, and
WHERERS, Second Party desires limited recourse against First Party in
the event buyers are entitled to any additional consideration over and above
that described in said contracts being assigned.
NCW THEREFORE, for valuable censideratien, First Party herdsy grants
unto Second Party recourse against First Party in the event and limited
only to the claims, if any, of the buyers or their assigns or successors,
on said contracts for consideration of any kind not made a responsibility
of First Party by the contracts simultaneously oonveyed to Seoond Party and
referred to above.

RANCH LIQOIEATORS CF UTAH, E C .

/^(//^K^*^

^

/,<py'tjt

ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACT AND ESCROW

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:
THAT RANCH LIQUIDATORS OF UTAH, INC., for valuable
consideration in hand to it paid, does hereby sell, transfer,
assign and set over unto FROERER CORP., Trustee, 2600 Washington
Blvd., Ogden, Weber County, Utah all its right, title, interest
and equity in that certain Contract and Escrow Agreement dated
July 28
9 19 79 y naming Ranch Liquidators of Utah,
Inc., as Seller and
Wayne A. & Mary Winegar
as Buyers for the following described property; Sundance West
a legally recorded subdivision of Duchesne County, Utah, Unit
B , Lot NO.
45
The agreement for sale of real estate
is being held by Ranch Liquidators of Utah, Inc. Buyer accepts
this Assignment subject to the covenants and conditions contained in said agreement of sale. Further, a warranty deed
covering the property described is executed and delivered herewith in favor of Buyer.
DATED this

// day of

J Lii\yC>

1980.

RANCH^WUUTSATORS

STATE OF UTAH

)

COUNTY OF WEBER

)

OF UTAH, INC.

) S3.

On this // day of
J ^ M ^
1980, personally
appeared before me, Ezio Valentini,
to me personally known,
who being by me duly sworn, did say that he is President
Ranch Liquidators of Utah, Inc., and that the foregoing was
signed on behalf of Ranch Liquidators of Utah, Inc., according
to a duly passed resolution of said Corporation.

Nprfry Public
Residing at

lu^ctr

My Commission Expires:

A

•fie-f-O

/4dd&^d</'^ b

Z4U-*.
WHEN RECORDED, MAIL TO:
w

* T*3fc.'' ?? * , ff DAT! JbilSzljk r»Mt ?^£MV30i dzlLSm
***
.*** *J~
, MCOKDB) AT REQUEST OP Q..til-«—
Ul*-*-—^
^ n " / - n /^/JMt<ifjlt<rrfnrfT COUNTY aeco&ft
d
Space Above for Recorder'9 Use

•HJarratttu; l**n
(Corporate Form)
Ranch Liquidators o f Utah, Inc.
9 a corporation
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Utah, with its principal office at
S a l t Lake City
, 0 f County of
S a l t Lake
, state of Utah,
grantor, hereby conveys and warrants to
Froerer Corporation
Grantee
for the sum of
DOLLARS,
County,

of
***Tsn***
the following described tract of land in
State of Utah:

Duchesne

Sundance West, Unit B, Lot 45
Subject t o a l l easements and rights o f way of record with the o f f i c e
a t the rxchesne County Recorder and easements and rights o f way that
would be disclosed by a reasonable inspection of the property.

The officers who sign this deed hereby certify that this deed and the transfer represented
thereby was duly authonzed under a resolution duly adopted by the board of directors of the grantor
at a lawful meeting duly held and attended by a quorum
In witness whereof, the grantor has caused its corporate name and seal to be hereunto affixed
by its duly authorized officers this 11th
day of
June
A, D., 1980
idators o f Utah, Inc. Company

Attest

ZJ2J2~*-*-JL
President

'(Ctorpotfate j£eal)
SXATE>§F UTAH,
Cfmnty&T

t A.D.
On the
day of
and
personally appeared before me
E Z 1 0 valentim
Itebecca Valentin!
who being by me duly sworn did say, each for himself, that he, the said Ezio Valentin!
is the president, and he, the said
Rebecca Valentini
*8 ^ e secretary
of Ranch Liquidators of Utah, Inc.
Company, and that the within and foregoing
instrument was signed in behalf of said corporation by authority of a resolution of its board of directors and said
Ezio Valentini
and Rebecca Valentini
each duly acknowledged to me that said corporation executed the same and that the seal affixed
is the seal of said corporation.

M

s'

My Commission expires „ l>~>0-f*
FORM lOIC—WARRANTY DEED CORP F O R M — K E L L Y co

My

iv ~

'^

residence ia ;

/

^

H W N I N T H SOOTH S L C UTAH

,A I /

/

^

Notoy Public
™

FROERER CORPORATION
2600 Washington Blvd.
Ggden, Utah 84401
(SOU 621-2121

June 24, 1980

Receipt is hereby acknowledged by Ranch Liquidators of Utah,
of the total sum of Eighty Thousand Dollars ($80,000.00) in
full and complete payment for 23 contracts receivable having
a total principal balance of $149,000.00 +•
Said contracts
are described on Exhibit "4" attached.
Dated this

f K

/I

/w*

,„ J /sTfr j—

SUMMARY SHEET
JUNE 1 1 , 1980
MER. THOMAS?
VBRIGGS, BARRY
VCASS, BRUCE L.
VCOBBLEY, DAVID
VDALLMAM, ROY,RICHARD,RICIC
\/EVANS, PAUL

VfiRAHAJ RANALD
^ HUGHES/WRT&FT^
-*. JOHNSON, PAUL
^KELSEY, RICHARD
v

L0TT, CHARLES
•^LEOTA, SIONE
VMATTHEWS, LEROY
VHATSUMOTO, ROGER
^PACK. WALLACE
CROWLEY, FLOYD 3
VSORENSEN, CLIFFORD
vSPERRY, STEPHEN
// n)
V TALBOT, BRUCE
(_Wv*5s.\
V/TURNER & LEWIS
JCZHP-"*'"
v/WATTS, RUSSELL
vWINEGAR, WAYNE

A/63-2
A/56
B/18
A/60
A/34 & B/55
B/32
A/61
B/30
A/62-2 & 4 C
A/62-3
B/20
A/70
A/62
F/86
A/27
A/58
F/23
F/108
A/54
F/49
A/55
B/13
B/45

$ 4,104.88
6,079.21
7,823.04
6,145.19
14,392.25
6,147.10
6,494.48
9,965.90
8,144.78
4,339.05
7,551.61
5,356.08
4,148.26
5,341.39
5,209.30
6,746.47
4,292.24
4,658.00
5,177.23
4,354.36
6,601.01
8,147.86
7,910.43
$149,130.02

All the above properties are located in Sundance West Subdivision,
Duchesne County, State of Utah*

"^fC'Kt

V

WHEN RECORDED, MAIL TO:

#;jr!;rrK£2i

I1...I?A:JC.^...;-1> &.-. T?ME

JLLZ<-L. apex &zl;L ? ^

.< * -'.

Space Above for Recorder's Use

QUIT-CLAIM DEED
[CORPORATE FORM]

RANCH LIQUIDATORS OF UTAH, INC.,

: i

i |

ii
i!

a Utah

Corporation

_.
.,
a Ct»^ ;«orriu.ii
organized and existing under the laws of the Stare of Utah, with its principal office r.t
Salt
Lake City
, of Omnty of
Sal t Lake
, Strtc of Ut:X
grantor, hereby QUIT CLAIMS to
f

of

MECCA ENTERPRISES
Bountiful,
Utah
Valuable
Consideration

the following described tract
State of Utah:

and

grantc?
for the sum of
- DOLLARS,

TenDUCHESNE

of land in

County,

(SEE ATTACHED SCHEDULE "A" FOR DESCRIPTION)

The officers who sign this deed hereby certify that this deed and the transfer represented
thereby was duly authorized under a resolution duly adopted by the board of direcrors of the
grantor at a lawful meeting duly held and attended by a quorum.
In witness whereof, the grantor has caused its corporate name and seal to be hereunto affixed
by its duly authorized officers this
day of
, A. D. 19
RANCH LIQUIDATORS OF UTAH. INC.
-Cotnpi;

Attest:

r

Secretary.

MICHAEL E. C

[CORPORATE SEAL]

STATE OF UTAH,
County of

President.

F

On the
£L#*t
day of TltatcA"
,
/92J,A.D.
personally appeared before me
Michael
E. CrowleyinA
Al Herman
who being by me duly sworn did say, each for himself, that he, the said
Hi chael E. Crowl e y
is the president, and he, the said
Al Herman
is the secretary
RANCH LIQUIDATORS OF UTAH INC Company, and that the within and foregoing
0f
instrument was signed in behalf of said corporation by authority oi a resolution of its board of
directors and said
MICHAEL B. CRONLEY
and Al Henpt»••...,..,
each duly acknowledged to me that said corporation executed the same and that the/se>l affixed
is the seal of said corporation*

My commission expires.

—My residence \\/?f?/uf?\

.%et<&~

F O R M lOSC—OUtT CL

oceo, cow.

,'*M~KCU.V CO.. • * W. Ml
IIKTtf IOUTM. S.L.
L.C. UTAH

I

rr\f

.

-v

SCHEDULE mAm
Township

2 South,

Range

4 West,

Uintah

Special

Meridian:

Section
Section

7: S 1/2 S
1/2.
8: B 1/2 SB 1/4;
NW 1/4 SW 1/4; S 1/2 NW 1/4; SW 1/4 NB 1/4;
S 1/2 SW 1/4.
Section
9: S 1/2;
S 1/2 HE 1/4; SB 1/4 NW 1/4.
Section
10: SW 1/4; SB 1/4 NW 1/4.
Section
15: SW 1/4.
Section
16: ALL except
the SW 1/4.
Section
17: ALL except
the NWl/4 NE 1/4.
Section
18: B 1/2 HE 1/4;
HE 1/4 SB 1/4;
All property
lying
east
of
State
Highway 87 in the SE 1/4 SE 1/4.
i
Section
19: B 1/2 HE 1/4;
All property
lying
east of State
Highway 87
in HE 1/4;
All remaining
property
in MB 1/4 not
previously
conveyed
to Ranch Liquidators
of Utah,
Inc.
Szctlon
20i H 1/2.
f
Section
21: NW 1/4;
SB 1/4.
Section
22:_ W_l/2. .
Section 27: NW 1/4.
Section
28: NB 1/4.
PARCEL NO. 1i
Township

4 South.,

Range

6 West,

Uintah

Special

Base

and

Meridian.

Section
1:
Beginning
at a point
which is SOuth 89*12' West
329.1
feet
from the North quarter
corner
of Section
1, Township 4
South,
Rengc f West,
Uintah Special
Base and Meridian,
thence
SOucA 0*53'
East 1001.5
feet;
thence
South 89*19'
West 2300.4
feet
to the
West
line
of said Section,
thence
North to the Northwest
corner
of
said
section;
thence
Bast along Section
line
to the point
of
beginning.
PP.PC£L NO.
r^tmshlp

7:

3 South,

Range

6 West,

Uintah

Special

Base

and

Meridian.

.lection
36:
West one-half;
West one half of the Bast
one-half;
Uest one-half
of the Northeast
quarter
of the Southeast
quarter;
Northwest
quarter
of the Southeast
quarter
of the Southeast
quarter;
forth
one-half
of Southwest
quarter
of Southeast
quarter
of
Southeast
-ju*jrtor;
South one-half
of Northeast
quarter
of Northeast
quarter;
South one-half
of Northwest
quarter
of Northeast
quarter
of
Northeast
quarter;
Less:
Beginning
at the Northwest
corner
of the Northwest
of
t'ie Northeast
quarter
of the Northwest
quarter,
thence Bast 2640
feet;
zr.^nce South 331.80
feet;
thence
East 662.67
feet;
thence
South
332.03
r*et;
thonco East 663.70
feet;
thence
South 664.54
feet;
thence
West
305 feet
more or less
to the North right-of-way
line of Old Highway
40,
*J6G.3
feet
more or less
to the Southeast
corner
of the
Northwest
;,.,a/tfir of the Northwest
quarter;
thence
North 1320 feet
to the
point
beginning.
TOWNSHIP 2 SOUTH, RANGE 2 WEST, UINTAH SPECIAL BASS AND MERIDIAN
^action

17:

Southwest
quarter
40
acres.

:<?ci:ion 19:
.'•.- :tion
20:

"0'?;:snip 2

North
West

SOUTH,

one-half
one-half
RANGE

3

of

of'the
of the
WEST,

the

Southwest

quarter

consisting

of

North one-half,
consisting
of 160
acres.
Northwest
quarter,
consisting
of 80
acres

UINTAH

SPECIAL

BASE AND

MERIDIAN

?,*.:tion

23:

S2 SE 4; N 2 NE 4; SE 4 NE 4; NE 4 SE 4: E 2 NW 4 SE 4;
E 2 SW 4 NE 4; S 2 SW 4.

Section

24:

North one-half
of the Northeast
quarter,
consisting
of
Southwest
quarter
of the Northeast
quarter,
consisting
40
acres.
Northeast
quarter
of the Northwest
quarter,
consisting
acres.
South one-half
of the Northwest
quarter,
consisting
of
acres.
South one-half,
consisting
of 320
acres.

>j0Jof> 25:

Section

26:

SE 1/4
U.S.N.
S 1/2
(160

North one-half
of the Northwest
quarter,
consistjnT
of
80 acres.
Northwest
quarter
of the Northeast
quarter,
consistJn?
of
40
acres.
North one-half
of the Northeast
quarter,
consisting
of
80
acres*

of the NB 1/4
(40
acres)
of the N 1/2
acres)

of Section

of

Section

24,
19,

Township

Township

2 South,
2 South,

Range
Range

3
2

West,

West

Lots 2,3,4,5,6,7,
and
9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,
25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42
Saman
Subdivision,
Duchesne County,
Utah excepting
and reserving
all oil,
gas and
mineral
rights*
TOWNSHIP 1 SOUTH, RANGE 2 WEST,

U.S.H.:

Section

8:

East

Section

9s

Southwest

Section

16:

North Half of Northwest
Quarter,
Southwest
Quarter
of Northwest

Section

17t

Northeast
Quarter;
Southeast
Quarter;
Half of West Half
Quarter

Section

20: East

Half;

East

Half

of southwest

Quarter

Section

21:

Half;

West

Half

of Southeast

Quarter

Section

28: Southwest

Section

33: Northwest
Quarter;
East Half; EXCEPTING Tfferefrom
the
following
described
tract
of land:
Beginning
at the
Northeast corner
of said Section
33; and running
thence
West
2000
feet;
thence
South 918.0 feet;
thence
South 88*08'
Bast
2000.8
feet,
more or less,
to Section
line;
thence
North 977.4
feet
to the place
of
beginning.

West

Half
Quarter

containing
Excepting

4:

Quarter

Northwest
2,486.5

Quarter;
acres

and reserving

^

of

West half of southeast
Quarter
of
West half of Southeast
Quarter?
West
of Northeast
Quarter
of
Southeast

TOWNSHIP 2 SOUTH, RANGE 2 WEST,
Section

North Half
Quarter.

^s

more

U.S.N.

West
or

therefrom

half

of Northeast

Quarter

less.
all

oil,

gas and other

O

minerals

O

rights.

Return to: Froerer Corp.
P.O. Box 268
Ogden, Utah 84402
NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACTS
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

The undersigned, FROERER CORP. does

hereby claim and assert an interest in and to the real property
hereinafter described by virtue of certain Assignments of Real
Estate Contracts from Ranch Liquidators, Inc., as Seller to
Froerer Corp., dated April 11, 1980. The assignments cover the
contracts on the attached list which gives name, lot number and
contract date of documents assigned, all located in Duchesne
County, Utah, real property identified as Sundance West Subdivision, Units A-B.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto affixed my hand this
15th day of September 1983.
FROERER CORP

FROERER, JR7
President
STATE OF UTAH

)
\ eg

COUNTY OF WEBER )
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me by
FRED FROERER, JR., President of Froerer Corp. this 15th day of
September 1983.
i

WITNESS my hand and official seal
7

Notary Public
My

O m i s s i o n Expires:

/>„.j
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QUIT-CLAIM DEED

I'll

[CORPORATE FORM]

Froerer Corp.,
, a corporation
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Utah, with its principal office at
Ogden,
, of County of Weber
, State of Utah,
grantor, hereby QUIT CLAIMS to A. Wayne Winegar and Mary Winegar,

of

11

grantee
for the sum of
DOLLARS,

Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County, Utah

the following described tract
State of Utah:

of land in

Duchesne

County,

Sundance West, Unit B, Lot 45, Subject to all easements and rights
of way of record with the office at the Duchesne County Recorder
and easements and rights of way that would be disclosed by a reasonable
inspection of the property.

The officers who sign this deed hereby certify that this deed and the transfer represented
thereby was duly authorized under a resolution duly adopted by the board of directors of the
grantor at a lawful meeting duly held and attended by a quorum.
In witness whereof, the grantor has caused its corporate name and seal to be hereunto affixed
by its duly authorized officers this
day of
, A. D. 19
Attest

AMJ(^L=J^

Fredrick Froerer, I I I

'£d££z±
Secretary.

[CORPORATE SEAL]

STATE OF UTAH,
County of WEBER
On the
17th
day of May
1984
personally appeared before-me-—Fredrick-Froeiet, ITT —and* ~
who being by me duly sworn did say, each for himself, that he, the said Fred Froerer, J r .
is the president, and he, the said
Fredrick Froerer, I I I
is the secretary
of Froerer Corp.
Company, and that the within and foregoing
instrument was signed in behalf of said corporation by authority of a resolution of its board of
directors andjaid^fred Froerer, J r .
and Fredrick Froerer, I I I
each duJ¥>c!Libwle3fcied to me that said corporation executed the same, and thatthe seal affixed
is t h e ^ ^ l ^ f t a x ^ r ^ t i o n .
otary Public.
My commission i t p i r e s ^ a ^ H ^ fJL.

^

LAW O P P I C I

FREDRICK "BUCK" FROERER. lit
p. a BOX 2t§

VW'fV

2100 WASHINGTON tOULCVARD
0 * 0 1 * UTAH §4401
001) $ 2 1 2 1 2 1

August 2 8 , 1984

Mecca Enterprises, Inc.
285 W*. North Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103
Gentlemen:
My client, Froerer Corp., 2600 Washington Boulevard, Ogden
Utah 84401 is the purchaser of a number of contracts receivable
from Ranch Liquidators pertaining to lots purchased by various
buyers in the Sundance West Subdivision, various units and
various lots*
One of the buyers, A. Wayne Winegar and his wife, Mary have
paid off their contract and are entitled to a conveyance of their
lot*
I am enclosing a copy of the original purchase agreement
which Froerer Corp* purchased from Ranch Liquidators* Also
enclosed is a copy of the title report pertaining to this
property* Please note that Mecca Enterprises is a title holder
as to a portion of the lot.
Therefore, we request that you sign the enclosed Quit Claim
Deed which will effectively terminate Mecca:s interest in the
property and convey any and all interest that Mecca has to the
Winegars.
The Winegars have been entitled to their deed for several
months now and therefore promptness is extremely important to
avoid threatened recision and/or lawsuits that would necessarily
involve Mecca. If I can be of further help please contact me
personally. Please forward the executed deed to me in the preaddressed envelope enclosed at your earliest convenience*

Also, please be advised that we are reviewing our files and
records pertaining to other lot purchasers and will be requesting
similar deeds for each of them as soon as they have been
identified. This will avoid a need to do this as each lot owner
pays off. Thank you for your help*
Very truly yours,

Fredrick Froererf III
FFIII/dc
Enclosures

ufrafffog

tfiUJlftf

FROERER CORP.
2600 Washington Blvd.
Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-2121

August

28,

1984

Lillian Ellsworth
P.O. Box 1192
Globe, Arizona 85501
Dear Mrs. Ellsworth:
Our firm purchased a number of contracts receivable from
buyers of lots in Sundance West Subdivision some several years
ago.
Several of those contracts are now paid off and the
purchasers are requesting clear title to their ground. It is my
understanding that Ranch Liquidators, Inc. acquired the ground
from you for subdivision and sale to these purchasers. At that
time you conveyed title to the ground to Basin Land Title and
Abstract, Inc. as Trustee to hold and convey this title to Ranch
Liquidators as it was paid for based on the purchase agreement.
Presently the purchaser of Unit B, Lot 45 of Sundance West
Subdivision is requesting a release of his title to him.
A copy of the purchase contract dated July 28, 1979 between
Mr. Winegar, the lot purchaser, from Ranch Liquidators is
enclosed for your information. I have communicated with Basin
Land Title and Abstract Company requesting their Quit Claim Deed
to Mr. Winegar. They have informed me that you will need to
provide them with authorization to release the title. Enclosed
is a form entitled AUTHORIZATION TO CONVEY which we would request
that you sign and return to us for delivery to Basin Land Title.>
This particular lot is divided by a quarter section line and
Basin Land Title's title only relates to a portion of the lot and
the balance of the title is held in Mecca Enterprises, Inc. We
are working with Mecca to receive their release as well.
If you have any questions, please contact me directly. Your
prompt response would be most appreciated.
Very truly yours,

Fredrick Froerer, III
Vice President
and Legal Counsel
FFIII/dc
cc:

vWayne Winegar

Each Office is Indeoendentlv

Owned and Onoratrd

RPAl m o t

Also, please be advised that we are reviewing our files and
records pertaining to other lot purchasers and will be requesting
similar deeds for each of them as soon as they have been
identified. This will avoid a need to do this as each lot owner
pays off. Thank you for your help.
Very truly yours,

Fredrick Froerer, III
FFIIl/dc
Enclosures

DAVID R. OLSEN, Esq. #2458
GARY R. HENRIE, Esq. #5083
of and for
SUITTER AXLAND ARMSTRONG & HANSON
Attorneys for Defendant
700 Clark Learning Office Center
175 South West Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101-1480
Telephone:- (801) 532-7300
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

A. WAYNE WINEGAR and
MARY WINEGAR, his wife,

AFFIDAVIT OF FREDRICK
FROERER, III IN OPPOSITION
PLAINTIFFS* MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Plaintiffs,

Civil No. C 87-5207

vs.
FROERER CORP., a Utah corporation;
P.F. INVESTMENTS, a Utah limited
partnership; FREDRICK FROERER, III;
ZANE FROERER; and PHYLLIS FROERER,
individuals;
Defendants.

STATE OF UTAH

Judge James S. Sawaya

)

: ss,
COUNTY OF WEBER

)

FREDRICK FROERER, III, being first duly sworn, upon his
oath deposes and says that:
1.

I was

an

officer

of

Froerer

Corp.

at

all

applicable times stated herein and has personal knowledge of the
matters stated herein.

]/)~cld'^i/*d-^A^

U

2.

The Assignment of Contract and Escrow (hereinafter

"Assignment") executed by Ranch Liquidators of Utah, Inc.
(hereinafter

"Ranch Liquidators") on June 11, 1980, was an

assignment by Ranch Liquidators to Froerer Corp. of the rights to
receive payments due under an Option Agreement and Agreement of
Sale of Real Estate dated

July 28, 1979, between Ranch

Liquidators of Utah, Inc. and Wayne and Mary Winegar (hereinafter
"Sales Agreement").
3.

Froerer Corp. never entered into any agreement

whereby it assumed the liabilities of Ranch Liquidators under the
Sales Agreement.
4.

When

Froerer Corp. accepted

the

unilateral

Assignment from Ranch Liquidators, Froerer Corp. did not intend
that such acceptance constituted

an assumption

of Ranch

Liquidators' liabilities under the Sales Agreement.
FURTHER, Affiant saith not.
DATED this £9~

day of December, 1988.

FREDRICK FROERER, III

2

I, Fredrick Froerer, III, the signer of the foregoing,
swear under penalty of perjury, that I have read the foregoing
document, that I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth
therein and that the document is truthful and the matters stated
therein are true and correct.

^

^

FREDRICK FROERER,III

On this

X9

day

of December, 1988, before me, the

undersigned notary, personally appeared FREDRICK FROERER, III,
who is personally known by me or who proved to me his identity
through documentary evidence in the form of a driver's license
to be the person whose name is signed on the preceding document
in my presence

and who

swore to me that

the

signature

is

voluntary and the document is truthful.

XS,Y<^.

c

NOTARY PUBLIC
NOTARvpiTRLK
SHANN* u. FRAfttCfr
/*"/

_ .,.V*/
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